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MANOJ YADAV 
 



You have to enable and empower people to make decisions independent of you. As I’ve learned, each 
person on a team is an extension of your leadership; if they feel empowered by you, they will magnify 
your power to lead. 

—Tom Ridge,  
Politician and Author, 

Former Governor of Pennsylvania, USA 
 

      SEVEN THINGS THIS BOOK WILL HELP YOU ACHIEVE 
 

 Delivering world-class products/services.  
 Winning your customers/clients. 
 Surviving the disruptions. 
 Maximising your organisation’s profits. 
 Strengthening your company market reputation. 
 Making you efficient and effective at work. 
 Leading you on a definite path to success in your profession. 
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FOREWORD 
 
 
What’s the probability of you bumping into a random guy in a bookstore, who is writing a book on 
executing projects smoothly? Tough call, isn’t it? 

But it happened! The bookstore chat quickly became professional association & I had the 
privilege to see this book beforehand.  

Manoj Yadav presents a book YOU always wanted, with his decades of intense, diverse 
experience in a VUCA world. 

101 Secrets Of Project Risk Management is highly relevant, detailed, simple, skilfully presented, 
& jargon free book.  

From discovering risks ahead of times to altogether eliminating them, it becomes your user’s 
manual. I recommend this to be in your office handbag, all the time. 



If we would have had such a book in our times, our work-life balance would have been a 
different story! 

A stitch in time saves nine, but Manoj Yadav offers you one hundred more!  
Happy Project execution! 

Rajesh S Angal, PfMP, PMP, Trained 1700+ professionals 
Head – Corp Project Portfolio & Talent Management 

Tata Consulting Engineers Limited 
 


